
BRUSHES
& accessories for the Window Cleaning Industry

www.brush.com

• manufacturing brushes since 1875               1-800-645-4111 •
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A12 Window Wash Brush 
The ultimate window wash brush bar none. Hand set
pure boar hair in a mahogany block. Epoxy setting makes
it last and last in soap and water. Unlike other hard
woods, the mahogany block will not split or crack after
repeated use in water. Flat back, no handle hole. Brush
is 12” long, see below for bristle length.

A12A   4” black bristle $78.00
A12B   3.5” black bristle $72.00
A12D   2.75” white bristle $65.00

W12 Window Wash Brush with Handle Hole
Back to the original way windows were washed. This
brush, made of pure boar hair, is perfect for gently
cleaning your windows.  The mahogany block is as
functional as it is beautiful. Like the A12 model, the
maghogany block will stand up to years of use in and
around water, but also has two handle holes that accept
a standard threaded handle. Can be used with our
model D handle (not included).

W12A  4” bristle $83.00
W12B  3.5” bristle $80.00
W12D  2.5” bristle $77.00

W8B Truck & Window Brush
A multipurpose Window or Truck wash brush. Made of

100% soft boar's hair to deliver cleaning solution to your
suface and gently clean. Round block takes threaded
handle in two locations. A generously filled 8" round
brush head surface. 

W8B  3” bristle $50.50
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701B Poly Block Window Wash Brush
Natural Boar Hair is safe for even the finest finishes. Brush
face measures 3" x 10", 3" long fiber. The brush is epoxy
set to withstand years of soaking without splitting, cracking
or warping. Solid polypropylene block with two handle
holes (one threaded, the other tapered). Can be used with
our models B, C, or D handles (not included)

701B  3.5”bristle $46.80

Handles
Model B Threaded laquer finish. 60” X 1.125”
B $5.90

Model C Tapered sanded finish. 60” X 1.125”
C $6.20

Model D Laquered metal thread. 60” X 1.125”
D $6.80


